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** :.T LEh.ST 100,000 M'ile OF NUCLE;.R GENERATING CAPACITt:. in 

service in the six Community countries in 1985: this is 

the target set in the preliminary draft of the CommWl:i:ty' s 

Second Illustrative Nuclear Programme formulated recently 

by the Commission of the European Communities, on which 

conoultations with the interested circles in the Member 

~untries ure now in progress. Further particulars lilll 

be found in ANNEX 1. 

** How ~oes the Common Market's balance sheet now look, in 

vieu of the impendinG enlargement of the Community? 

In an attempt to answer this question a working party set 

up by the Commission cf the European Communities and 

chaired by !1r Pierre Uri has prepared a report on ~ 

COMPETITIVE CAP~CITY OF THE EUROPEhN CO~U4UNITY, backed up 

by researched statistical dnta. 

Competitiveness is not reflected merely in the balance of 

external accounts or the expansion of exports but also in 

n balance between full employment, price stability, tTowth 

and a high standard of living for the whole population. 

It also means the capacity to undertake activities in 

the pace-setting industries, and the ability to find room 

for products from the developing countries. 

The study, made public recently, discusses the fac·tors 

affecting crowth, resources, structures, costs and trnde. 

It thus provides data for economic reflection, and 

spotlights the present gaps in statistical machinery 

intended to serve as an instrument for fashioning a 

Community economic policy. 
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Extracts from the conclusions reached by the authors of 

the study will be found in ANNEX 2. 

** The environment must be protected or cleaned up through 

a common policy designed to ensure the judicious use of 

natural resources which have become scarce and aimed at 

BRINGING THE CO~~ITY'S ECONOMIC SYSTEM INTO HARMONY 

WITH THE ECOLOGICAL FACTS OF LIFE. The environmental 

problem is essentially economic and legislative, rather 

than technical. 

This, in particular, is stressed in the report on the 

Commission's first communication on the Community's 

environmental policy presented by Mr Jahn on behalf of 

the Parliamentary Committee on Social Affairs and Public 

Health, and recently adopted by the European Parliament. 

A number of extracts from the report will be found in 

~NEX ,3. 

** TEN YEARS OF COMMUNITY hCTIVITY IN THE FIELD OF COV~ETITION --· 
E,g] 1.Q! are summarized and reviewed by the Cor·tmissivn of 

th~ European Communities in the First Report on Competition 

PoJ..icy which it recently Rnbmitted to the European 

Parliament, in accordance with the wish expressed by the 

lutter body in June 1971. The report provides an overe~l 

picture of the measures which, over the years, have laid 

the. foundations of Commu;nity practice and precedent on 

government action and business practices which constitute 

impediments to competition and must be eliminated. (~1is 

re~ort can be bought from the Sales Office for Official 

Publications of the European Communities, PO 1003, 
Luxembourg 1.) 
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** In its reply to a written question from Mr Oele, a Member 

of the European Parliament 1 on the RESTRUCTURING OF THE 

EUROPEAN COMPUTER INDUSTRY, the Commission of the European 

Commtmities stated that the agreement for cooperation 

recently concluded by CII and Siemens (of which it learned 

from the press, and which it has asked the signatories 

to communicate to it for examination), assuming that it 

complies with the rules on competition as set out in the 

Treaty instituting the European Economic Community, may 

constitute an important step towards the restructurin~ of 

the European Computer Industry. It consid~rs,.howevcr, 

that such an agreement is not in itself enough ~o encble 

the industry to achieve a proper degree of penetration of 

the world market and therefore hopes that European computer 

manufacturers will continue with their restructuring moves, 

while observing the rules on competition in the .Treaty. 

The resultant possibilities for expansion might then help 

to increase employment prospects in this key sector of the 

enlarged Community's industry. 

As regards schemes of aid to the computer industry, which 

are mainly based in Germany and France, the European 

Commission feels that, since these aids are substantially 

similar in form and amount, they pose no particular problem 

with regard to the clarity of market conditions. They 

are in the interests of the Community, which must have a 

competitive European data-processing equipment industry. 

Th~se aids have, furthermore, been reviewed jointly uith 

th~ Member States, this being the first step towards 

harmonization. 
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The Commission also considers, however, that these aid 

schemes should be re-examined, with a view to 

accentuating their Community character, as soon as a 

common policy for this sector is framed. The 

effectiveness of national aids to the European. 

data-processing equipment industry would be enhanced 

considerably if they were coordinated. 

The European Commission is now drafting proposals designed 

to lead to the implementation of a Community policy far 

the data-processing equipment industry, and intends to 

submit them to the Council of Ministers this year. 

** THE COMMUNITY'S EXTim~NAL TRADE IN IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS 

in 1971 was marked by an incraase in intra-Community 

trade (which rose from 17.8 million metric tons in 1070 
to 18.1 million tons in 1971), a drop in imports from 

non-member countries (which were 25% down on their 19?0 
level), and a rise in exports to non-member countries. 

The table below shows the .;;.;M.;..OVE.;..;;;;.ME;;;,;;o;,;NT.;;.S;;;;.....;IN;;;.;....;;;;I;.;.NTR;;,;,;;;.A-.--c_oMM;..;;.;;..;UN;.o..;,o;I!! 
TRlillE AND IN THE COMMUNITY'S EXPORTS OF IRON AND STEEL 

PRODUCTS •. 

Country 1969 19?0 1971 1971/1970 

•ooo t ~6 

Intra-communitz trade: 17.,627 17s760 18,08.5 + 1.8 
supplied by: 

Germany 4,550 4,299 4,o6~ - 5.4 
France 2,876 3,251 3,105 ... 4.5 
Italy 513 507 94o +85.4 
Netherlands 1 ,4o1 1 ,.551 1,870 +20.6 
Belgo-Luxembourg 
Economic Union 8,288 8,152 8,105 - o.6 
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~I Country 1969 19'70 1971 .19__7~/19~ 
1000 t 

~m~orts from non-member 
countries: 4,970 6,749 5,085 - 24.7 

including: 

United Kingdom 391 311 320 + 
' 

2.9 
Austria 776 681 740 + 8.7 
Spain 176 264 370 + 40.2 
Scandinavia 642 849 750 - 11.7 
Eastern Europe 1 ,o48 1,030 1,385 + 34.5 
USA 881 2,142 310 - 85.5 
Japan 6o4 1,011 920 - 9.0 

' ExEorts to non-member 
16,025 countries: 14,143 13,463 + 19.0 

in9luding: 

United Kingdom 797 523 640 + 22.4 
Switzerland 1,300 1,337 1,245 ..... 6.9 
Spain 677 585 475 - 18.8 
Scandinavia 2,259 2,209 1,990 ... 9·9 
Eastern Europe 962 800 870 + 8.8 
USA 3,822 3,599 6,175 + 71.6 

** The Commission of the European Communities is shortly to 

sign a number of contracts of association and cost-sharing 

contracts in the field of BIOLOOY AND HEALTH PROTECTIOl~ •. 

A multiannual programme for bioloBY and health protection 

for the period 1 January 1971 to 31 December 1975 was 

adopted by the Council of Ministers in June 1971 
(s.ee IRT No. 104). At that time, contrllcts of 

association and cost-sharing contracts were signed only 

for 1971. Four-year contracts are now to be signed under 

I 
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a plan of action on which a favourable opinion wus 

unanimously expressed by the Consultative Committee on 

Programme Management in Biology and Health Protection. 

The ceiling on the European Commission's total contribution 

to the cost of these contracts will be 7,995,600 u.a. 
' 

for the radiological protection sector (concer~td with the 

study of radiation hazards) and 4,925,108 u.a. far work 

on the applications of nuclear techniques in agricultural 

and medical research. 

** The United States Information Agency (USIA) recently 

conducted a survey in which 4,295 Europeans in leading 

po~itions in industry, administration and the professions 

we~e polled about TE'l!: ROLE OF AMERICAN COMPANIES IN 

WESTERN EUROPE. The respondents were asked, ~ 

particular, to say how far they agreed or disagreed with 

statements about international companies, such as: 

--
"When people talk about international companies 

they usually mean American companies". 

D I F E GB B I NL N CH 

No. of cases (48o) (480) (483) (481) ~486) 453) (477) . (4?6) (4?9) 
Agree strongly 6% 5% 9% 2Z'~ 4% 7% 18% 9"'.h 16?6 
Agree 37 28 52 33 42 49 21 28 29 
Neither agree 
nor disagree 14 9 7 8 6 10 8 8 11 
Disagree 34 51 23 21 4o 28 15 17 2.5 
Disagree stronicy 6 4 6 14 2 4 32 33 13 
Don't know . 

( 1oS% 
--.2 _2 2 6 2 6 1~~~ 6 

Total 10o% 10o% 100% -, 1000~ 1000~· 100"~ 100?o . -
"Price fixing and monopolies result from the growth of in·t;ern:".. tional 
companies." 

11.gree strongly 18% 8% 100~ 41% 7~ 9"'~ 41%' 19~6 :13% 
J1.gree .50 .57 59 34 47 61 29 33 37 
Neither agree 
nor disagree 15 12 13 8 13 12 8 14 15 
Disagree 12 14 10 8 27 10 8 14 12 
Disagree strangl; r 2 1 2 5 1 3 10 13 4 
Don't lmow ___z 8 6 4 --2 --2 4 -1 -2 

Total. 100% 1000~ 100% 1000~ 10016 1000~ 100% 1005'6 10o% 
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** A RUNDOWN OF COURSES ON RADIOLOGIC!~ PROTECTION in the six 

Community countries was recently published by the Commission 

of the European Communities (Directorate of Health 

Protection, 29 rue Aldringer, Lu::::embourg). It is in the 

form of a booklet giving, in the original language, detuils 

of courses on radiological protection held by the various 

institutions in each of the Six, and briefly outlining 

their subjects, duration and the terms of enrolment. 
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GROWTH OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN THE COMMUNITY 

(based on.the preliminary-Draft of the·Second Illustrative 

Nuclear Programme for the Community drawn up by the Commission 

of the E~opean·Communities)· 

A nuclear generating capacity· of at least 100,000 Mie in 

service in the six Community countries· in 1985':· this is the 

target suggested in the preliminary draft of· the Second 

Illustrative Nuclear Programme for the·community recently 

drawn up by the European Commission and now the subject of 

consultationS with interested circles in the member countries. 
,f 

The authority tor the new programme will be the same as for 

the first one:presented in 1966, i~e., the provisions of 

.Article 4o of the Euratom Treaty~ according to which the 

Commission "shall periodically publish illustrative 

programmes indicating in particular nuclear energy production 

targets and all the types of investment) required for their 

attainment". 
l .. ' 

By reductng the Community's. dependence on imports of fossil 

fuels, particularly petroleum, nuclear enerty tends to J?Eo.mote 

~~versificatio~ and can help to enhance the· security of the 

supplz. Furthermore~ nuclear energy is n~w competitive, in view 

of the upward trend in the prices of fossil. fuels,·which will 

probably be intensified by the higher costs of conventional 

electricity generation resulting from an~i-pollution 

legislation. 

The lightwwater/enriched-uranium family of boiling-water 

(BWR) and pressurized-water (PWR) designes is currently more 

highly developed than all other r~Jactor types, both technically 
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and commercially, and the boom that it is now ·enjoying 

should continue until 19~5. High-temperature.and fast 

reactors .~a.~ot. b~. expectE'?.4 .t9. tak~ on a major role in 

electricity generation until afte~ 19~5~ 

The present .ins~al~ed n~clenr ~~~erating capacity in the 

Com~unity i~· '~,:ooo MWe, will be 12,000 ·MWe iri 1975, should . . . . r • . .· 
reach 45~poo· ·MW~.~ 198o, attaining the pl~ed .100,000 r.r:Je 
level in :1985• . The attainment of th.~se targets. ,.(whicb, a.re 

. . 
p11t f.orward as. minimum figures) should no~ c~eate any . 

• ':: • J. 

ins,olubJ.e problems for European indust~y. Not untU the end .. ; 

of the present decade would the 

nine plants a year (with a u~it 

for the who~e.Community,.and in 
~~r· .t: . .~ 

rate of ordering reach six to 

capacity. of 1,200-2,000 f.l'i/e) 

th~t case i~ appears unJ.ikely 

that supply bottlenecks similar to those experienced a few 
:! :; ... i~ . . 

years ago in the USA will occur in. the Comm~~~Y· 

. : .!. : . :. . :·: .. .~. 

The total annual investment in nuclear plants.necessary 
;.•1 . 0 •• , • • • •• ... •• ••• ·: •• • 

in the Community in order to achieve the desired incre~s~ 

in generating capacity would need to rise from some 900 

million u.a. (plf;U!ned for. 1972} to apout 1.,500 million u.a .. 
J . 0 • • .. J! .. : . ~ 1 •• • ! ~ .' ",· . ; . . :: t • 

in 1975, topping the 2,000 million mark in 1980*. Additional 
•• • r~ • •• • 

... ·t'o ·this would be··a. cumulative total of around.' ~ ,200 million u.a. 
~ • .-: : • , .. • ,' j • :L· 

·up to 1Q8o and 2,500 millio·n- u·;·a. up -·to 1985~ to cove~ the 
•• • t l • . • 1 ; .... . • f' • ! • 

,investment required in the vafious stages of the fuel cycle 
• . ! .. 

almost 6~~ of which would b~· spent on uranium enrichment 

facilities). 

.. 
The prerequisites for the rapid and harmonious expansion of 

nuclear ene~gy_in.the ~ommunity include the establishment of 

a common market ;tn plant components, the harmonization of 
• "' l' 

~ - . 
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criteria and standards and the improvement of the structure 

of industry which, in particular, will enable firms: 

(a) to adapt to and meet demand by mustering the required 

manufacturing, engineering and project management 

capabilities; 

(b1 to assimilate American technology and progressively 

cast off their licensee status by acquiring knowhow and 

taking out their own patents; 

(c) to develop new technologies for advanced plants, in 

respect of both nuclear steam-raising systems and the 

fuel cycle. 

In the medium term, the enlargement of the Community should 

not alter the present Community's targets for nuclear 

electricity generating capacity. As regards the resources 

to be committed to the promotion of a nuclear policy, however, 

it will entail major changes stemming chiefly from the 

remarkable technological and manufacturing potential of the 

United Kingdom. 
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THE COMPETITIVE CAPACITY OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY'S. 

(extracts from the conclusions reached in the rep~t 

prepared by a working party under the chairmanship of 

Mr Pierre Uri, set up by the Commission of the European 

Communities) 

---------------~-------------------------------------

The EuropGan Community will attain its objectives only if it 

gives a new meaning to general policies in three fields, 

namely, growth, incomes and international competition~ 

... . . . 
The need·· for faster growth should require rio further proof as long . . 
as so many basi·c needs remain unsatisfied. and it alone can 

provide the ·wh~rewhithfll for impr-oving the :~q~ality of life. 

The first requirement is tha-t the attainment of this should not 

be hindered by the balance of payments; ., t·il:e second requirement 

is a high level of' employment·, which tends to facilitate change; 

and the third is that difference's iD. wage· levels between 

sectors sho.uld attract. labour· to where it is hioat n·eeded·t 

i.e., to where 'the requireme.nts. of production ··carry 'greater 

weight. than ·increases. in productivity. 

The American pat·tern is not acceptable in- EuroPe; the social 

security system in the USA, though advancing .slowly, does not 

do enough to cushion the harshness of changes in employment. 

The Japanese model is not transpiantable, since it is ~bused on 

worker/employer relationships which even involve motivations 

which have: ·nothing to do with remuneration •. : . The Swedish 

model eomes closer to suggesting a possibie line of 

development: the trades unions themselves encourage the 

·mobility of la our, subject to guarantees on 'incomes. Et~ope 

needs to combine greater competition with a more determined 
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attempt· -at :continuous trainin.g which will make changes 

of job an opportunity to movs up., This is a prerequisite 

for gaining the consent of the ~orkers to the necessary 

advances. 

An incomes policy !tll1'3t not be a disguised form of wage 

cont1 .... o1 .. Growth wJ.th s+.c:.."t:>ility demands not only that 

mone:-r. .i.n.comes sh0uld be kPp·c wi-1-hin the limits of ref:tl. 
• .. • ~. 0 

r&su1-U'CE:S, but also that di::;pa:t•_;_ties be gradually r~duced. 

This reQu:i.res a t.ax policy wl·.ich tnkes as fair a sl i.ce of 

oth~r forms of income as of wages; o.;1d which, by exempti.ng 
I 

save.cl income .from to.x, but nvc income from previous savings, 

encourages saving by wage-earners as well as by other social 

categqries. Like taxation~~~ slanting of publ~ 

~;cpen_<!,;~ure will heJ;12 to reg_y_ce ineg,~lity if ~enditure is 

directed towards meet:i.n.a_t;he t1.0e9-s of.. the gr~est nU;,m.,?.,ez:s 

if the necessary resources are put into education, and if 

there is major spending, at local government levei, to 

prom~te. the developme~t ?f towns without incurring the evils 

of overcrowding. The mechanisms essential for the reuuction 

of disparities.- opera~e in~irectly. In backward or declining 

reg~ons the development of infrastructures, toget~~r with 
. . 

certain temporary aids, will enable the demand for labour • .. 
and hence wages - to be raised ~here labo~r is available, 

o.s a ~eons .of .reducing inter-regional disparities. As 
.. . .. . .. . 

re~ards i'l'lt~r-sectoral disp~rities, a. conversion policy is 

indispenl3able. In order to redu~e the spread in incomes 

there must be more education to prod,lce more people :with the 

hi5hest qualifications, and fewer who are qualified for no more 

than the hu~blest joba. And monopoly profits can be trimmed 

if credit policy is so d:i~ected as to encou.l·ase the setting-up 

o.nd ~owth of new firms .which wi.ll provide competition for 

established ones. 
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In the international field the Community has the duty and 

the power to create the conditons without which competition 

would fail in the dual objective of optimizing the 

distribution of activities and maximizing progress through-out 

the world. 

In industry, the more clearly distortions can be seen to be 

removed or offset, the more can protective barriers be lowered. 

Development policx must be desiqned as regional Rolicz on ~ 

world scale: that is to say that a substratum of public funds 

is first necessary in order that private investment should 

be seen as actually more profitable in areas where it was 

initially least abundant. Lastly, the protection of the 

environment, and working conditions, raises problems which 

have nothing to do with the economic system but rather are 

related to a particular stage of technical advance and can be 

overcome only by proceeding to the next hisher stage. iUtd 

the fight against pollution will continue to be hampered unless 

the same rules apply everywhere 1 and the freer trade is ·che 

more true this becomes. In the Common Market this is an 

eminently "Community" task. It is incumben'!; upon Europe to 

convert the rest of the world to a view of competition as being 

slanted towards the attainment of greater prosperity and 

justice. 
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The European Parliament stresses the need for a 

COMMON ENVIRONMENThL POLICY AIMED AT BRINGING THE COM~IDNITY 1 S . . 

ECONOMIC SYSTEM INTO HARMONY WITH ECOLOGICAL REALITIES 

The environment must be protected or cleaned up, ~d this 

must be broue;ht about by a common policy which is designed 

to ensure the judicious utilization of now-scarce natural 

rescurces and is aimed at bringing the Community's economic 

system into harmony with ecological realities. This, in 

particular, is stated in a resolution of the European 

Parliament, which recently adopted the report on the first 

communication on Cominuni.ty policy for the environment 

prepared by the Commission of the European Communities. The 

re~?ort wn.s presented by Mr Jahn on behalf of the Pa.rliumenta.ry 

Committee om Social Affairs and Public Health. 

The report emphasises that the technical difficulties 

implicit in providing effective protection of the environment 

must not be overestimated, for most technical specialists 

themselves agree that the environment·uresents not ·a technical 

but a purelx economic and legislative problem. 

Furthermore, environmental problems should be seen as 

including not only those due· to the degradation of the nntural 

environment, but also the consequences of urban ·sprawl and the 

worker's environment within the firm. 

Ultimately, an acceptable balance must be struck between 

(a) spending on environmental conservation and (b) investment 

and production costs. 
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A solution to the problem might be found in the conversion 

of noxious materials into economically usable raw materials. 

For example, the· ·phosphorus ealts which are a by-product of 
. . 

papermeking could be processed to make fertilizer; and at 

present comparatively little advantage is taken of the 

technical feasibility of composing a good deal of our rubbish. 

Incentives should also be provided for the manufacture of 

~roducts with a lons storage life which produce no waste 

and can easily be.recycled. 

The cost of environmental policy must be calculated and 

factored into the Community's medium-term economic policy. 

The principle that ~he ~o~luter is financially lfnble fq~ t~~ 
i9}1Y~t~~ he causes should be strictly applied, with the 

qualification that in certain cases it will be necessary to 

adopt other ways of charging the costs and to allocate public 

resources in order to solve particular problems. Mr Ha.nsholt 1 . . 
President of the Commission of the Europe.an 'Communities 1 

recen~ly proposed an interesting way of financing Community 

measures for protecting· th~ environment. Industry in the Sixt 

f.>..nd in the enlarged Conimun:i.ty, wvuld be given five years in 

which to ciean up it's production pr~cesses, ·after which no 

pollution.inducing products would be permitted. Admittedly, . . . ' . 
thi~ would raise prices and reduce competitiveness relative 

to non-member countries, but these handicaps would be offset . . 

by the collection of a special levy at a high rate (80-1~fo) 1 
on products imported into the· ·community with.6ut a :"Ce.rtii'icate 

of Purity"~. Pollution-free products, on the other .hand. 1 

cou~d be imported from non-member countries without 'the 

payment of such a levy. The purpose.of the· levy would be to 

induce the non-member countries (particularly the USA, South 

~i.frica and the Eastern-bloc countries) to arrange their own 
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production in such a wuy that their coods have all the 

desired characteristics, thus balancing out the constraints 

imposed on the Community's industries. 

!.nether point in favour of Hr Mansholt 1 s proposal is th""t 

intra-Community trade accounts for 5~~ of the Six's total 

volume of trade. This means that the Community, rather than 

non-member countries, is in a position to lay down toueher 

standards. 

However, the protection of the environment creates new markets 

for industry, and on an almost unprecedented scale~ :I!"' or 

example, the chemical industry is spending ever-increasing sums 

on investment, plant operation, research and the development 

and improvement of manufacturing processes for co~ervution 

purposes. Industries have sprung up which specialize in the 

development of techniques for safeguarding and cleaning up 

the human nest. They include firms specializing in 

instrumentation, control and servomechanisms, mechanical 

engineering, civil engineering (plants for treating domestic 

and industrial effluents), in chemical engineering and 

processing (the recycling of industrial waste products, 

treatment of drinking and industrial water and waste water) 

and manufacturers of filtration, heating, air-conditioning, 

gas-purificationt dust-elimination and drying plants. 

Final~y, let us not lose sight of the importance of ~ett~$ 

local authorities in on the act. They are familiar with the 

environment in their own areas, and are therefore best 

placed to form an opinion on the urgency and likely 

efficacy of the steps required in those areas. 
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